Make Americans Free Again (MAFA): Citizens in Charge!
www.makeamericansfreeagain.com email pampopper@msn.com
We’re taking our country and our lives back and here’s how we are doing it:
Thursday Groups!!
The first “Thursday Group” started in Columbus Ohio in July 2020, and now thousands of
groups meet weekly throughout the U.S.
Thursday groups serve many purposes:
• Support for our friends and neighbors who need face-to-face interaction with
unmasked humans who share a common vision for our country: freedom from
medical tyranny!
• Small Business Rescue: members work together to help local businesses by
organizing events, private shopping trips, commitments to visit or purchase products
and services regularly, and other activities organized by the group.
• Fundraising events to support lawsuits against government agencies and officials.
These events also provide a social life for members and friends who have spent too
much time in isolation during the COVID-19 debacle.

Lawsuits!!
Our lawsuits are different! Thousands of lawsuits have been filed and most have failed.
The reason is that while the claims made in court were accurate – that constitutional rights
were being violated – the government’s response was “We know, but it is an emergency, and
we therefore have the right to do these things.” Judges almost always ruled in favor of the
government in these cases.
Our first landmark case was filed in Ohio in August 2020 and was the first to claim that there
is and was no emergency; that the restrictions placed on citizens were and still are
unwarranted; and that officials are committing fraud. This means that government officials
must now prove that there is an emergency and that their actions are justified - and we do
not think they can.
We are assisting in the development and organization of massive numbers of
Thursday Groups that can support these lawsuits in every state; and helping to
recruit and work with lawyers who will file not only lawsuits challenging the
emergency, but other lawsuits we plan to file too.

We win when we file! In every state in which we have filed our landmark case, life
changes for the better almost immediately. For example, a second lockdown was avoided in
Ohio as a result of our lawsuit. Our lawsuits attack the root of the problem – the false
declaration of emergency – and this makes officials VERY nervous!

More Lawsuits!! Once we prove the fraud, we can sue officials personally and we plan to
go after their assets. Many governors are wealthy, and their wealth can be used to help the
people whose lives they destroyed. We also plan to sue school systems, big box stores, the
airlines, employers, and other entities that violated the Americans With Disabilities Act and
committed other egregious acts against citizens.

We only need one judge…to order discovery and allow us access to government
documents such as testing procedures and death certificates; and allow us to depose state
and federal officials involved in this hoax. These documents and depositions can then be used
in all state actions. The more lawsuits we file, the better our chances!

Additional Plans:
Address all medical mandates by drafting model legislation for state legislatures that
requires transparency and Informed Consent for all medical matters, and protects the
individual’s right to choose.
Sort our growing data base by individual state legislative district to apply pressure to
elected officials to vote for bills that free citizens from medical tyranny and
support individual choice. This will work when we can show legislators that we have
enough members in their districts to vote them out if they do not comply, which is why the
development of Thursday groups is so important – Thursday group members are members of
MAFA!
Rebuild our country after the devastation caused by the government response to
COVID. One important project is to build a corps of retired teachers who can provide free
assistance to economically disadvantaged children who have fallen behind due to both failing
schools and school closures. We must rescue our children and restore their opportunity to
participate in the American dream.
Design and launch a superior medical system. With a base of tens of millions of
members, we can start our own healthcare system with features like insurance plans that
cover services that promote health; networks of practitioners trained to collaborate with
patients in making informed decisions; and treatment protocols that address the cause of
disease.

Like our plans?
Then take action! Help us to help you!
Join Make Americans Free Again (MAFA) at www.makeamericansfreeagain.com
Participate in one of our conference calls – held every Thursday at noon – and
learn how to start a Thursday group and support your state and your country!
Email pampopper@msn.com to make a reservation
If you are able, contribute to our legal fund at www.makeamericansfreeagain.com

Together We Can Reclaim Our Rights and Save Our Country!

